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DenEmul Coldset Series
The Missing Ingredient providing optimized performance to your product.

DenEmul Coldset Series is a powerful series of hydrocolloid blends providing stable coldsetting emulsions. 
Emulsion can be based on vegetable oil, animal fat, re-work or meat. These emulsions can be used in sausages 
and other emulsified meat products such as burgers, meatballs and kebabs.

DenEmul Coldset can also be used for preparing water gels (water flakes) which can be used in sausages 
and other emulsified meat products such as salamis, burgers, meatballs and kebabs.

Benefits 

• Improves texture

• Good emulsifying properties

• Improves meat binding

• Improves water-holding capacity

• Freeze / thaw stable

• Heat stable

• Cost optimization
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Product Name 

Dosing 

cold 12 hours 

Firm fat 
emulsion / 
meat block

10 20

Grow your business with us 

Blend
Vegetable,

Animal fat,
meat, MDM

Setting timeProperties

DenEmul Coldset 10.073

stabilizing system for 
production of fat emulsions 
and meat blocks

Process

1

cold 12 hours 
15 25

DenEmul Coldset 10.862

stabilizing system which can 
be used for preparing: fat 
emulsions, meat. Extended 
freeze/thow stability. 

1

cold 12 hours 
20

DenEmul Coldset HG 10.863

it's a very versatile stabilizing 
system which can be used for 
preparing: fat emulsions, meat 
blocks and water flakes

1

cold 12 hours 
-

DenEmul Coldset HG 10.863

it's a very versatile stabilizing 
system which can be used for 
preparing: fat emulsions, meat 
blocks and water flakes

1

cold

can be 
used 
directly

10 20
DenEmul 10.533

1FatEmulsion
soft/ 
spreadable

stabilizing system for production 
of non-gelling fat emulsions 

 40

Firm fat 
emulsion / 
meat block

Firm fat 
emulsion / 
meat block

Water

cold 12 hours 
- 40

DenEmul Coldset HG 10.863

it's a very versatile stabilizing 
system which can be used for 
preparing: fat emulsions, meat 
blocks and water flakes

1

cold
-

DenEmul Coldset HG 10.863
1

cold 10 min
10 20

DenEmul Coldset QS 11.223
1

Water 
flakes

Firm fat 
emulsion / 
meat block

stabilizing system with a quick 
gelling time which can be used 
for preparing: fat emulsions, 
meat blocks 
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DenEmul Coldset Series - Firm emulsions 

Ver.EN2
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Grow your business with us 

DenEmul Series - Soft emulsions 
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